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Dr. Beth Phillips PhD, RN, CNE, CHSE is the Strategic Nursing Advisor 
for Ascend Learning/ ATI. She is Faculty Emeritus at Duke University 
School of Nursing, having taught there for 16 years in the Accelerated BSN 
and MSN in Nursing Education programs. Beth was also the Director of the 
Institute for Educational Excellence at Duke where she was responsible for 
faculty orientation and development, clinical instructor orientation, and 
continued competence for educators. Beth has been active on curriculum 
committees at both the SON and the SOM. Beth served on the Educational 
subgroup of the Racial Justice Taskforce for the last year. In addition, Beth 
was instrumental in overseeing the review of the curricula in the School’s 
four programs for evidence of Bias. Prior to Duke, Beth spent 9 years at 
Vance Granville Community College, where she taught in and directed the 
ADN and LPN programs. Prior to teaching, Beth spent 13 years working in 

surgical trauma ICU. Beth received her ADN from Waukesha County Technical Institute in Wisconsin; her 
BSN from East Carolina University; her MSN from Duke; and her PhD in Nursing from the University of 
Wisconsin Milwaukee. Beth has a passion for equity and inclusion, faculty onboarding, and innovations in 
education. Beth has published on educational strategies, completed research on clinical decision making in 
nursing students, and students’ intent to become faculty, among other topics. Beth has presented nationally and 
internationally on nursing education topics. Beth is actively involved in the International Society for 
Professional Identity in Nursing. 

 

Barton Bishop (MFA, NYU) is a designer, writer, and educator. Barton is 
currently the Senior Manager of Learning Design and Simulation with the 
Innovative Learning Science division of Ascend Learning where he leads a team 
of Learning Strategists, Instructional Designers, and Simulation Designers 
contributing to learning products across Ascend’s portfolio, including ATI. Prior 
to joining Ascend, Barton was Narrative Design Director with Gameloft, one of 
the most successful mobile gaming companies in the world. He led a team of 
Narrative Designers and Writers working with multiple development studios 
around the world, and partnering with multiple creative licensors, including 
Marvel, Disney, Blue Sky Productions, Warner Brothers, and Ubisoft. Barton is 

currently an adjunct professor at New York University’s Gallatin School, where he teaches several courses 
exploring narrative game design. 


